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What is the Service Design Network? 
A volunteer led organization with over 45 international chapters. 



Reminder to Save the Dates

We will continue to run online events 
on the second Tuesday of each month 
for the foreseeable future if you want 
to look out for our event launches. 
  

We typically launch events the week 
prior / the first week of the month. 



Website for SDN NYC to Share Content

Check out SDNNYC.com for event 
materials all in one place  
ie. links to presentations if available, 
Medium recaps, video recordings… 

I will give you a quick tour now.

http://SDNNYC.com


If You Like Something, Share It!

@SDN_NYC on Instagram 

@SDN_NYC on Twitter 

@SDN New York Chapter on LinkedIn 

Use Tags – #sdnnyc #sdn #nycdesign 
#nycservicedesign #servicedesign 
#servicedesignnetwork #design



Post Event Please Rate Us Online

We want to be sure to serve  
the community and learn from  
each event we host with you!



SDN Global Conference Code

The Service Design Network Global 
Conference 2020 will be online 
October 22-23rd across a listing of 
timezones (15 hours ongoing) 
 
Get 20 percent off your ticket our code 
SDGC20ChapterNewYork20%Off



Call for SDN NYC Speakers, Facilitators

If you would like to run any sort of 
event as a speaker / facilitator (or 
recommend someone) please fill out the 
form we are dropping in chat…  
 
Or look for the form link in our 
Instagram bio after this event closes!



EVOLVING HOW WE WORK 
Applying Service Design within a 
Financial Institution 

October 13, 2020



Hello!

My name is Natalie Kuhn 
 
I am a Senior Manager of Service Design  
at Capital One, Commercial Bank 

I also co-run the New York chapter of 
the global Service Design Network 

Twitter: @n4t4li3  
Website: nataliekuhn.com

http://nataliekuhn.com




Who are you?  
What brings you here? 

Drop your role and comfort level  
with service design in the chat



Service Design Refresher



What is a service?

Services are orchestrated systems, delivered  
over time, providing value to customers, associates,  
and the business. While you may not be able to touch, 
or even see, all elements of it, there is evidence of it. 

Let’s think about an airport…



ADVERTISING
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Product Design 
Designing for the experience with 

a single touchpoint or product

Service Design 
Designing for the orchestrated 

experience of all service touchpoints

vs.



Why Service Design?

Our economy is now dominated by services.  
Success requires not just individual sales, but ongoing 
relationships. We are competing for customer 
affection and loyalty like never before.



Basic SD Ingredients



Do you have some of these? A few? All? Across org? Just parts?

Proper Inputs 
 

Understanding of 
who needs to be 
involved to gain a 

comprehensive 
current state view

Basic Frameworks 

Awareness of tools 
to help you make 
sense of findings 
from stakeholders 

ie. service blueprint

Strategic Ideation 
 

Ability to get the 
right people in a 
room to facilitate 

productive sessions 
for realistic ideas

Governance, 
Prioritization 

 

Teams aligned to 
complimentary, if 

not the same, goals 
for real progress

Follow Through 
 

Dedication to 
progress over an 

extended period of 
time to test, learn 

and impact change

RESEARCH SENSE MAKING CO-CREATION PRIORITIZATION REALIZATION



Today is About Sharing Experiences

Describe what I have learned 
working in the Capital One 
Commercial Bank for the last 3.5 
years AND allow you to chime in 
with your experiences as well.  

• Stories, examples 
• Discussion, questions 
• Time to reflect 



Where We Started



Capital One

Consumer 
Bank

Experience Design

Commercial  
Bank

Other Groups 
…



Capital One

Consumer 
Bank

Commercial  
Bank

Other Groups 
…

Experience Design

B2B



Capital One 
Commercial Bank

B2B Payments

Credit Card TM



Back to the ingredients for Service Design

Proper Inputs 
 

Understanding of 
who needs to be 
involved to gain a 

comprehensive 
current state view

Basic Frameworks 

Awareness of tools 
to help you make 
sense of findings 
from stakeholders 

ie. service blueprint

Strategic Ideation 
 

Ability to get the 
right people in a 
room to facilitate 

productive sessions 
for realistic ideas

Governance, 
Prioritization 

 

Teams aligned to 
complimentary, if 

not the same, goals 
for real progress

Follow Through 
 

Dedication to 
progress over an 

extended period of 
time to test, learn 

and impact change

RESEARCH SENSE MAKING CO-CREATION PRIORITIZATION REALIZATION



Our Commercial Bank in 2017

Proper Inputs 
 

Understanding of 
who needs to be 
involved to gain a 

comprehensive 
current state view

Basic Frameworks 

Awareness of tools 
to help you make 
sense of findings 
from stakeholders 

ie. service blueprint

Governance 
 

Teams aligned to 
complimentary, if 

not the same, goals 
so that they an 

enable one another

Follow Through 
 

Dedication to 
progress over an 

extended period of 
time to test, learn 

and impact change

RESEARCH SENSE MAKING PRIORITIZATION REALIZATION

Strategic Ideation 
 

Ability to get the 
right people in a 
room to facilitate 

productive sessions 
for realistic ideas

CO-CREATION





Our Commercial Bank, 3 years later, in 2020

Proper Inputs 
 

Understanding of 
who needs to be 
involved to gain a 

comprehensive 
current state view

Basic Frameworks 

Awareness of tools 
to help you make 
sense of findings 
from stakeholders 

ie. service blueprint

Governance 
 

Teams aligned to 
complimentary, if 

not the same, goals 
so that they an 

enable one another

Follow Through 
 

Dedication to 
progress over an 

extended period of 
time to test, learn 

and impact change

RESEARCH SENSE MAKING PRIORITIZATION REALIZATION

Strategic Ideation 
 

Ability to get the 
right people in a 
room to facilitate 

productive sessions 
for realistic ideas

CO-CREATION



Summer 2019 Workshop

“This is such an intuitive way of working, I am 
surprised that, in some parts of the bank, we still aren’t 
working this way…” 

– participant from the most recent workshop  
I facilitated at Capital One dedicated to Service Design



But what about the other ingredients…

Over 3 years in and we have not fully embraced all of 
the ingredients that enable Service Design possible 
at scale. Why? Because changing mindsets and the 
way people work is hard.  

It is much easier to just stay the same.



Research – creating a sustainable practice 

Sense Making – tools (of many) to get you started 

Co-Creation – workshop caveats, learnings 

Prioritization – aligning teams to a targeted goals 

Realization – following through to service launch

1

2

3

4

5



A Sustainable Research Practice1



We began shifting the paradigm of building 
products and services within a vacuum, we stood 
up a research process, research team, and started 
talking directly to our clients in their workspaces

A Sustainable Research Practice





Design a process through testing and learning. 
Create something that works for your next session 
/ the next month / until you think of something 
better, iterate upon it. Just get going.





Document everything. Don’t be afraid to ask to 
take a photo, record a session, take a tour… Be 
respectful and responsible with what you capture. 
Use all this to tell a story of what you learned.





Hype up the research you have done. Show it off 
around the office, once again in a responsible, but 
visible way. Get people to ask about it. The use of 
physical space makes the work more interactive.





Host sessions to teach others what you have 
learned. Roadshow it. Make it accessible. Show 
your group that this is how you work now and that 
they can get involved with the right support, tools.



Research Today

• Centralized research team 
• Embedded research managers 
• Holistic research strategy 
• Strategy per research project 
• Refined processes (still iterating) 
• Bi-weekly share out sessions 
• Growing toolset of methods, tools



2

Research – creating a sustainable practice 

Sense Making – tools (of many) to get you started 

Co-Creation – workshop caveats, learnings 

Prioritization – aligning teams to a targeted goals 

Realization – following through to service launch

3

4

5



Uncovering Meaning with SD Tools2



We taught people what to do with the inputs they 
had gathered. How they could use them to better 
understand not just how to build something but 
what to build. We include all partners in synthesis 
and sense making.

Making Sense of Findings with Service Design Tools





Get everyone involved. Hopefully they helped 
gather the research with you, help them get them 
up close and personal with the findings. Making 
sense of this together helps with decisions later.





Teach your teammates about Service Design 
specific tools, start with basics, to illuminate 
systems together. Take the lead and coach them 
through – learning by doing is a great way to start.
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An Experience Map 
depicts a person’s 
experience with a 
product or service 
over time. 

Experience Map
Home Buying Journey Map

Home Buying Journey Map | Con!dential | November 2015

HOME LOANS SERVICE EXPERIENCE

→ Browse homes online

→ Research neighborhoods

→ Research homebuying

→ Model rates and payments

→ Save for down payment

→ Improve credit score

→ Consult with bank

→ Decide on loan terms

→ Start packing 

→ Attend closing

→ Sign all the papers

→ Pay closing costs

→ Pay monthly

→ Increase monthly payments

→ Research mortgage rates

→ Research loan options

→ Convince co-borrower

→ Change address

→ Unpack

→ Set up payments

→ Select a realtor

→ Give letter to realtor

→ Estimate down payment

→ Evaluate financial situation

→ Check credit score

→ Submit loan application

→ Work on documents

→ Submit additional documents

→ Get appraisal

→ Get home inspected

→ Adjust offer

→ Seek advice

→ Research mortgage process

→ View and tour homes

→ Get reccomendations for a lender

→ How can I lower my payments?

→ Why did they sell my loan?

→ I’m signing my life away.

→ Are these closing fees too high?

→ I can’t believe it’s over.

→ Why are they asking for more docs?

→ Where am I in the process?

→ I’m ready!

→ Didn’t I apply already?

→ Is this the best loan for me?

→ Will I get the home I want?→ Have I saved enough?

→ Is my credit good enough?

→ Do I need to get pre-qualified?

→ I’d love to own a home.

→ I want to set up roots.

OBLIGATEDCOMMITTED INVESTEDOVERWHELMEDUNCERTAIN PREPARED POWERLESSFRUSTRATEDDETERMINEDEXCITED FATIGUEDANXIOUS EXHAUSTEDRELIEVED EXCITEDHOPEFUL SCAREDCONFUSED

Meet Capital One at open house branch 

(Business Builder)

Transaction Activity

Process related content

Solicit to apply

Promotions

Rates

Calculator

SOFI

Lead agg

Prequalification

Lead follow

Ongoing conditions support

Fax/Email

Welcome package

MLS

Sign and return docs

Welcome call LO → LS

Source docs and send

LS conditions call

Loan HUB

GFE

Monthly Statements

HUD

New account welcome package

Closing

NPS survey

Welcome to servicing

“We don’t want to 
rent anymore.”

“The chance to 
change my own 
living situation.”

“I’m scared of 
this process.”

“There is something really 
good about simplifying 
your life and downsizing. 
It’s a little freeing.”

“Take ownership. 
Act like you care.”

“One size does 
not fit all.”

“I just want something 
suitable for me, my size. I 
don’t need anything bigger.”

"Hopefully before the 
next new years we have 
a more solid game plan 
with a home in mind.”

“Slowly but surely, 
we are rebuilding 
our credit.”

“Moving is a pain 
in the ass.” “Since I’ve moved, I’ve 

made it my home.” “I wish I could pay off 
my loan sooner.” 

“I want to get 
it done.”

“Nobody likes to provide their 
signature 50 to 100 times.”

“The bank wants to 
know pretty much 
everything including 
my blood type!”

“No one had a sense of 
urgency to get things 
done. It felt like no 
one else cared.”

“If something 
came up, it might 
happen very fast.”

“Home buying is like 
a business project−
things don’t always 
work out.” 

“We were let down. 
But you can’t get 
too upset about 
these things.”

“I’m just getting my 
ducks in a row at 
this point.”

ALTERNATIVE HOME BUYING PATH

TYPICAL HOME BUYING PATH

BANK INVOLVEMENT
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CONSIDER PREPARE SEARCH APPLY MOVE IN PAY DOWN

STARTING A FAMILY

READY TO INVEST

DIVORCED & DOWNSIZING

BAD RENTAL EXPERIENCE

ENTRY POINTS

MAKE OFFER

FIND HOME

OFFER 
ACCEPTED

SUBMIT LOAN
APPLICATION

PACK &
SCHEDULE
MOVERS

MOVE IN

PROVIDE
FINANCIAL

INFO

EXPLORE 
OPTIONS

PAYMENT
HARDSHIP

FORECLOSURE
MISSED CLOSING 

DEADLINE

NOT APPROVED
FOR AMOUNT

COUNTER OFFERS

REJECTIONS
FINANCIAL PREPARATION

MAKE 
PAYMENTS

EXPLORE REFI 
& HELOC

SUBMIT 
ADDITIONAL 
DOCUMENTS

MISSED CLOSING
DEADLINE

WORK ON 
DOCUMENTS

GET HOME 
INSPECTED

ADJUST 
OFFER

GET 
APPRAISAL

CONTACT
LENDER

Mortgage Milestone

Pre-qualify

Mortgage Milestone

Approval

Mortgage Milestone

Closing

Mortgage Milestone

Loan is Sold

Mortgage Milestone

Conditional
Approval
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DOING

THINKING

FEELING

TIME

The anatomy of an Experience Map
STAGE STAGE STAGESTAGE

QUOTES

TOUCHPOINTS

QUANT DATA

ETC…



Service Blueprint
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A blueprint is an 
operational tool 
that shows how 
people, processes, 
and technologies 
are orchestrated to 
deliver a service.

LINE OF VISIBILITY

LINE OF INTERACTION

Conversation 
between 
customer and 
server, drink 
menu, dinner 
menu

ĕęıǋĦĜġĦğ��
exterior 
ĚĪęĦĜġĦğ�

Conversation 
between 
customer and 
server

Conversation 
between 
customer and 
server

ĕęıǋĦĜġĦğ��
ĩĭĝĭĝ�īġğĦęğĝ

Customer 
ğĪĝĝĬġĦğ

Reservation 
conversation

Verbal and non-
verbal directions

Conversation 
between 
customer and 
server, drink 
menu, dinner 
menu

Drink menu, 
dinner menu

Server answers 
any questions 
ĪĝğęĪĜġĦğ�ĬĠĝ�
menu and takes 
customer’s 
order

Host�ğĪĝĝĬī�
customer

Host�ěħĦǋĪĥī�
reservations, 
ěĠĝěģī�ġĞ�ĬęĚĤĝ�ġī�
ready

Busser clears 
dirty table

Back waiter 
ĬĝĤĤī�ĠħīĬ�ĬĠęĬ�
table is ready

Back waiter 
resets table

Host�ġĦĞħĪĥī�
īĝĪĮĝĪ�ĬĠęĬ�
ĬĠĝġĪ�ğĭĝīĬ�Ġęī�
arrived

Server enters 
order into 
system

Server picks up 
ĜĪġĦģī�ĞĪħĥ�ĚęĪ

Server picks up 
ęĨĨĝĬġĲĝĪī�ĞĪħĥ�
ģġĬěĠĝĦ

Bartender 
makes drink 
order

Chef makes 
appetizer and 
places order in 
ģġĬěĠĝĦ�ĩĭĝĭĝ

Host�īĠħįī�
customer to 
table

Server�ğĪĝĝĬī�
customers 
ęĦĜ�ĬĝĤĤī�ĬĠĝĥ�
ęĚħĭĬ�ĬĠĝ�ĜęġĤı�
specials

Server delivers 
drinks

Server delivers 
appetizers

Reservation 
system

Daily special 
ĚħęĪĜ�ġĦ�ģġĬěĠĝĦ

Order system, 
note pad

Customer waits Customer 
receives 
appetizers

Customer 
enjoys 
appetizers

Customer waits Customer 
receives drink 
order

Customer 
enjoys drinks

Customer 
enters 
restaurant

Customer waits 
ĞħĪ�ĠħīĬ�Ĭħ�Ěĝ�
ĞĪĝĝ

Customer is 
ğĪĝĝĬĝĜ�Ěı�ĠħīĬ

Customer 
ěħĦǋĪĥī�
reservation

Customer walks 
to table

Customer asks 
questions and 
ĨĤęěĝī�ĬĠĝġĪ�
order

Customer is 
ğĪĝĝĬĝĜ�ęĦĜ�
ĠĝęĪī�ęĚħĭĬ�
daily specials

Customer 
reviews menu
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ARRIVING ORDERING RECEIVING DRINKS RECEIVING APPETIZERS

Restaurant Service Blueprint: Drinks and Appetizers



Anatomy of a Service Blueprint
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LINE OF VISIBILITY

CUSTOMER ACTIONS

TOUCHPOINTS

FRONTSTAGE STAFF ACTIONS

BACKSTAGE STAFF ACTIONS

SYSTEMS & PROCESSES

TIME

STAGE STAGE STAGE







Use those tools to visualize your learnings to get 
yourselves to the next phase of work. Get everyone 
up and in making together – start out rough and 
refine. ie. experience map, service blueprints… 





Make sure you draw a firm line between research, 
sense making and designing for products and 
services. Teammates can often lose sight of how 
this work impacts change, leads to deliverables.



Sense Making Today

• Office is covered in post-its, maps 
• Each team has their own space 
• There are a handful of trainings 
• Teams regularly share mappings 
• Connections are being drawn 
• We are more deeply understanding 
• We are addressing true human needs



Research – creating a sustainable practice 

Sense Making – tools (of many) to get you started 

Co-Creation – workshop caveats, learnings 

Prioritization – aligning teams to a targeted goals 

Realization – following through to service launch

3

4

5



Designing for a Workshop3



Our teams have hosted a ton of workshops over 
the years. We have taught them that the most 
successful ones have been thoughtfully planned 
out – they are not just about getting the right 
people in the room. Structure is key for outcomes.

Designing for Workshops, like we design for anything else





Don’t just show up! Spend time at least a couple 
weeks before with your team to think about 
people, activities and outcomes. You want to 
make sure to make the most of your time together.





Start high level and then get specific with the 
agenda – section the day based end of day goals. 
What participants will need to get there?  
ie. context setting, reflection, ideation, next steps





Make sure you have a facilitator whether it is you 
or someone else. The facilitator is not there to 
share their big idea, but to move conversations 
along, ask questions, pivot activities as needed…





Vary the activities to allow for individual thinking 
and group discussion. People feel comfortable 
participating differently and this accounts for both 
quiet and louder individuals. Make everyone heard.









Design your activities thoughtfully around your 
goals. Is there a more creative way you can get 
results outside of just talking? Prototyping? Lego 
for Serious Play? Dot Voting? Service storming?



Co-Creation Today

• Thoughtfulness around planning 
• All disciplines involved in process 
• Semi-regular sessions within org 
• Teammates have boom much closer 
• Better understanding across teams 
• Silos are being broken down  
• We can get a lot done in a short time



Research – creating a sustainable practice 

Sense Making – tools (of many) to get you started 

Co-Creation – workshop caveats, learnings 

Prioritization – aligning teams to a targeted goals 

Realization – following through to service launch

4

5



The next frontier…



Focusing on the Right Things4



We are able to do this when it comes to each 
project but as a larger organization we struggle 
with aligning more than one team to a goal 
because of this we move a little bit slow than we 
could if we were to swarm on horizontal priorities.

Focusing on the Right Things





Make sure to involve the appropriate level of 
leadership to have conversations around priorities. 
Often we don’t impact the right decision makers, or 
are missing a discipline, causing repetitive sessions.





Drop your egos and have an honest conversation 
has been crucial. Within the workplace we can often 
agree to unachievable things because we don’t 
want ourselves, or our teams, to look bad.





Make the time to have these important 
conversations. Plan a work session. Or few! Give 
people the space to think and talk through barriers 
to change, brainstorm, and align on next steps.





Force rank priorities against one another to 
quickly start to see where the group stands. 
Make sure to capture a of documented 
agreement, so you don’t start over next session.





Next steps can be the hardest. We have found that 
scoping next steps in further detail helps ie. creating 
a project brief – problem, who is needed for work, 
stakeholders, dependencies, level of difficulty, etc.  



Prioritization Today – in progress

• Leadership has decided on priorities 
that effect horizontals vs silos 

• Next up is follow-through 
• We are working through socializing 
• Some re-organizations are planned 
• Framework for saying “no” in works 
• Product audit to narrow happening 
• There is still more to do…



5

Research – creating a sustainable practice 

Sense Making – tools (of many) to get you started 

Co-Creation – workshop caveats, learnings 

Prioritization – aligning teams to a targeted goals 

Realization – following through to service launch5



Following-through 5



For success it is crucial to have accountable 
executives for moving the work forward as well as 
some work being taken off individuals plates. 
Expecting people to do more with less capacity 
sounds silly, but it happens all the time. Watch out!

Following Through to Service Launch



Consider your governance structure. Is it 
sustainable for the priorities that you have decided 
upon? What needs to change? Can you work with 
what you have? Do you need more people? Process?



Make sure you have buy in for the pivots you are 
about to make. This means from all levels –
leadership, middle management… all associates 
involved in the work. They need to be sold on this.



Consistent socialization and messaging around 
these initiatives is really key. It can be easy to lose 
momentum, so think about what you can put in 
place to to keep the ball rolling, keep people excited.



Celebrate each and every success along the way.  
Small things, big things – all of it. This adds to 
positive morale around a new way of working and 
the results of it. It builds confidence in direction. 



Follow-through Today – in progress

• We are still working through all of 
these things, maybe next year I will 
do another talk on further success! 

• It has taken a while to get here, so 
we are happy for the progress we 
have made thus far 

• We are steering a big ship



Wrapping Up



Research – creating a sustainable practice 

Sense Making – tools (of many) to get you started 

Co-Creation – workshop caveats, learnings 

Prioritization – aligning teams to a targeted goals 

Realization – following through to service launch



Final Thoughts

• Behavior change takes time 

• Service Design is worth investing in 

• Start with the research  

• Don’t stop at a co-creation session 

• Prioritization is hard and political 

• Following through takes an army



Reflect on Where You Are Now … And Where to Next?

Proper Inputs 
 

Understanding of 
who needs to be 
involved to gain a 

comprehensive 
current state view

Basic Frameworks 

Awareness of tools 
to help you make 
sense of findings 
from stakeholders 

ie. service blueprint

Strategic Ideation 
 

Ability to get the 
right people in a 
room to facilitate 

productive sessions 
for realistic ideas

Governance, 
Prioritization 

 

Teams aligned to 
complimentary, if 

not the same, goals 
for real progress

Follow Through 
 

Dedication to 
progress over an 

extended period of 
time to test, learn 

and impact change

RESEARCH SENSE MAKING CO-CREATION PRIORITIZATION REALIZATION



Service Design Links & Resources

• What is Service Design? by FJORD 
https://vimeo.com/212939377  

• Service Design Network: https://service-design-network.org 
https://www.service-design-network.org/headlines/new-to-service-design  

• This is Service Design Doing 
• This is Service Design Methods

https://vimeo.com/212939377
https://service-design-network.org/
https://www.service-design-network.org/headlines/new-to-service-design


Thank you for having me!

Again, my name is Natalie Kuhn 
 
I am a Senior Manager of Service Design  
at Capital One, Commercial Bank 

I also co-run the New York chapter of 
the global Service Design Network 

Twitter: @n4t4li3  
Website: nataliekuhn.com

http://nataliekuhn.com


Thanks!




